TECH LATIN-AMERICANS ADDRESS CONFERENCE

Mastefcer '14 and Gutierrez '15 Talk at Worcester—Trip Enjoyed.

Tech students, representatives of the Latin American Club, have taken a prominent part in the activities of the Latin-American Conference which is in session at Worcester this week.

Two of them, Artemio Gutierrez '15 and Joaquin Mastefser '14, were honored by being asked to give addresses before the students' session, and both, in response to the invitation, spoke on topics relating to their respective countries.

Gutierrez, who is the son of the founder of the Democratic Party of Chili spoke on the attitude of the Chilian government toward educational institutions. It was not until the year 1832, he said, that the question of primary instruction was considered seriously by the government; but since that time, as a result of judicious laws and the adoption of a high standard of scholarship, the percentage of illiterates among the lower classes has been remarkably lessened. Three thousand schools have been established for elementary instruction, many of these marked lessened. Three thousand schools have been established for elementary instruction, many of these

M. I. T. Finishes Fifth To Fast Colby

Yesterday the Annual Freshman Cross-Country race was held at Andover, and Massferrer '14 and Guterriez '15

Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Science in engineering must have completed the following courses in order to receive the degree: (Continued on page 4.)

Seven Departments Established—Two Concrete Towers Erected.

Those who have had occasion to pass the site of the New Technology at the Cambridge end of the Harvard Bridge, cannot have failed to notice the activity going on in the different places about the lot, for all evidences of the work that is beginning, and that the men do not seem to be numerous, today there are more than two hundred laborers engaged in the work, and this is but a small fraction of the force that will presently be employed.

The tremendous scope of the construction makes it necessary to subdivide the work, and the Stone and Webster Corporation, which has full charge of the building operations, is engaged in making shifts of activities, and different firms were at work. There will be seven such departments of construction, independent of each other but controlled by the central authorities.

Each will have its own headquarter, laborers, superintendents, and engineers, but what is being done will be harmoniously and economically controlled by the central office. This division of work accounts for the number of headquarters, toolshops, and the like.

The general office on Massachusetts Avenue will be the office of Mers. Lot and Cavr, the construction chiefs. The latter is fresh from the building of the great President Power house, where he was in charge.

The Tremendous Size of Each Department describes a new system of giving pins which is to be inaugurated this year. When a man belongs to the News or Business Board, in his Freshmen year, he receives a silver pin. When he becomes a member of the News or Business Board, in the Sophomore year, he receives a gold plate pin. When he becomes a member of the News or Business Board, in the Sophomore year, he receives a gold plate pin.

The work of men on the Editorial department was described by E. A. Stone, of the News Staff, which should be in his Freshman year, he will be given a silver pin. When he becomes a member of the News or Business Board, in the Sophomore year, he receives a gold plate pin. When he becomes a member of the News or Business Board, in the Sophomore year, he receives a gold plate pin.

The tremendous size of the New Technology will be seven such departments of construction, each of which is about the lot, are all evidences of the work that is beginning, and that the men do not seem to be numerous, today there are more than two hundred laborers engaged in the work, and this is but a small fraction of the force that will presently be employed.

The tremendous scope of the construction makes it necessary to subdivide the work, and the Stone and Webster Corporation, which has full charge of the building operations, is engaged in making shifts of activities, and different firms were at work. There will be seven such departments of construction, independent of each other but controlled by the central authorities.

Each will have its own headquarter, laborers, superintendents, and engineers, but what is being done will be harmoniously and economically controlled by the central office. This division of work accounts for the number of headquarters, toolshops, and the like.

The general office on Massachusetts Avenue will be the office of Mers. Lot and Cavr, the construction chiefs. The latter is fresh from the building of the great President Power house, where he was in charge.

Mr. Stone described a new system of giving pins which is to be inaugurated this year. When a man belongs to the News or Business Board, in his Freshmen year, he receives a silver pin. When he becomes a member of the News or Business Board, in the Sophomore year, he receives a gold plate pin.

The work of men on the Editorial department was described by E. A. Stone, of the News Staff, which should be in his Freshman year, he will be given a silver pin. When he becomes a member of the News or Business Board, in the Sophomore year, he receives a gold plate pin.
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SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING NOTES

For several months past some of the leading gold-mining companies of the world have been conducting experiments in electric blasting in order to test the theory that this method will enable ore to be handled to a greater extent in more efficient ways and that the fine dust from blasting—accepted as the most direct cause of miner's phthisis—are becoming constantly more prevalent and that over ten per cent of third year students in the3.

C. F. HOVEY & CO.

Summer, Chauncy and Avon Streets

Men's Custom Shirts
Colored Madras Shirts, made of D. & J. Anderson's fine quality Scotch Madras, in plain, Bosom or Negligee style, with Neckband and One Piece of Cuffs, attached or separate. Price $3.50
Colored Madras Shirts, same style as above, but of finer quality material. Price $4.50

McMORROW

College Shoes for College Men

238 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

OPPOSITE THOMPSON'S SPA

THE ORIGINAL

$250.00

Moore's

The Original

Fountain Pen

Moore's

Fountain Pen

Manufacturers

Selling Agents

106 Devonshire Street, Boston, Mass.
ATLANTIC PRINTING COMPANY

ENGRAVERS PRINTERS BOOKBINDERS

Phone 4960 Oxford

79 South St., Boston
Printers of "The Tech"

NEW TECHNOLOGY SITE

(Continued from page 1.)

THE CHOCOLATES THAT ARE DIFFERENT

For Sale at the Union

SOMETHING NEW CONTINUALLY

HERRICK, COLEY SQUARE

Choice seats for all theatres

Phone B. & B. 2328

Connecting Five Telephones

ITALIAN RESTAURANT

TABLE D'HOTE DINNER 5 to 8.30

A LA CARTE

STRICTLY ITALIAN CUISINE

Italian Wines - * - Music

Blyston Place
Near Colonial Theatre
Boston, Mass.

Telephone Oxford 192

Who Does Your

Typewriting and

Stenographic Work?

Try

W. P. Watson

THE (UPPER) TECH OFFICE

"The lowest price consistent with the best work."

Don't forget the address!

We make a special effort to win the esteem of Tech men.

Copley Square Pharmacy
E. G. Hoomey, Prop.

Huntington Avenue - Boston

THE GREATEST JOY THAT FOLLOWS THE HARDSHIPS OF TRAINING IS THE MOMENT THAT YOU CAN HEAP THE BRIEF BOWL WITH GOOD OLD VELVET. SUPERB LEAF—AGED OVER TWO YEARS—PERFECT MATURITY—DISAPPEARANCE OF ALL LEAF HARSHNESS—LEAVING THAT RARE DEGREE OF MELLOWSNESS—SUPERB FLAVOR—THE SMOOTHNESS SO ENJOYABLE. VELVET IS FREE FROM ALL HARSHNESS. SMOKE VELVET AS OFTEN AS YOU LIKE, ALWAYS COOL BURNING—"GOOD OLD STUFF!" AT ALL DEALERS.

THE NEW MODEL NO. 5 PRINTER

OLIVER TYPEWRITER MAKES AN IDEAL MACHINE FOR STUDENTS' USE. IT IS A MARVEL OF SIMPLICITY, DURABILITY AND EASE OF OPERATION. PRINTER YOUR NOTES AND THEY WILL BE TWICE AS VALUABLE TO YOU.

EASY TERMS IF DESIRED.

The Oliver Typewriter Company
146 Congress Street
Phone Main 192

Do this—and you'll have no regrets

See us today about that overcoat you'll need. Why?

Because—You won't be able to secure choice patterns much longer. Again why?—Because—if tariff changes resulting in a short woolen supply—and even our large stock, care

fully provided, going rapidly.

Today's the day to order.

Prices—$25.00 to $60.00.

Burke & Co., Inc.

Tailors

18 School St. and 843 Washington St., Boston
Harvard Sq., Cambridge
Andover
Hanover, N. H.
THE TECH UNION BARBER SHOP
Located at the HOTEL WESTMINSTER

LATE-AMERICANS

CANDIDATES MEET

THE TECH UNION BARBER SHOP
ATTRACTIONS AT THE THEATRES

TREMONT THEATRE


THE FIGHT

HOLLY ST. THEATRE


MAUDE ADAMS

"Peter Pan"

PARK THEATRE

Evgs. 8,10. Mats. Wed. & Sat. 2,10

STOP THIEF

Prices 1.50, 1.00, 75c, 50c, 25c

BOSTON THEATRE

Evgs. 8. Mats. Wed. & Sat. at 2

THE WHIP

Prices 25c to $1.00

COLONIAL THEATRE

Nights at 8. Mats. Wed. & Sat. at 2

THE LADY OF THE SLIPPER

PLYMOUTH THEATRE

Evgs. 8,15. Mats. Thurs. & Sat. 2,15

Henry Jewett Players

The Broad Highway

STUDENTS

PATRONIZE

OUR ADVERTISERS

TELEPHONES: 4000 BACK BAY
274-276 Highland Ave.
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